15% of CO$_2$ emissions due to transport

On-demand Garbage Transport

Energy reduction: ~20%

Inspired by...

OutSmart

[urbiotica.com]
15% of CO₂ emissions due to transport

Proactive Handling of Exceptions

Proactive Response to Problems in the Supply Chain

Efficiency gains: 10-15%

[transportmarketplace.com]
15% of CO₂ emissions due to transport

Integrated freight & people transport

Increased utilization: 50%-200%

Inspired by...

Instant Mobility

[transportmarketplace.com]
50% of our food is wasted!

Inspired by...

BBD: 15.05.2013

Dynamic Best-before-Dates

Dynamic BBD Info

Production Data

Transportation Data

Storage & handling data

Waste reduction: ~30-60%

KÜHNE + NAGEL

50% of our food is wasted!
Engage and build the next “killer” FI Application